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VISIO FIDEI:  THE VISION OF FAITH     
“WHAT EVERY YOUNG PERSON NEEDS”

THE VISION OF KING’S
King’s Baptist Grammar School is a Christ-centred school where Christian values and beliefs provide a vibrant, 
orderly and safe learning environment for all. The King’s school experience equips students for life by providing 

• individual challenges
• opportunities to ‘grow’ friendships and fond memories
• time to explore and understand who we are in Christ.

Academic programmes are balanced with physical recreation, cultural activities and performing arts. Leadership 
opportunities complement self-management and outreach programmes for a well-rounded, life-enriching 
Christian school experience.

THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT OF KING’S
Learning should be an exciting, positive and encouraging experience for anyone, whatever their age. At King’s, 
we want young people to experience learning as both engaging and challenging and to recognise that learning 
will be valuable throughout their lives. To do this, they need to feel the support and affirmation of caring adults 
who value and nurture their learning outcomes. The staff at King’s, (both teaching and non-teaching) undertake 
to provide this and we acknowledge and value the crucial role that parents play in the education of their children.

KING’S AIMS TO
• encourage faith development through prayer, praise, worship and study of the Bible
• find ways to deliver positive learning outcomes for all students
• teach students to value learning and understanding in all areas of the curriculum, including academic, 

physical, social, emotional and spiritual
• provide a comfortable, safe and secure physical and emotional environment
• foster pride in work and encourage a desire for personal growth towards excellence, valuing creativity, 

individuality and curiosity

To assist in promoting these aims, the school operates under a code based on the ethical principles of - Fairness, 
Integrity, Service, Humility, Excellence and Respect.
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FISHER PRINCIPLES

The acronym FISHER is being used to highlight ethical conduct and to support the King’s community, the way we 
treat each other and the way we work together. It is the foundation for evaluating our actions and approaches 
to this shared life. 

APPLYING THE FISHER PRINCIPLES

FAIRNESS Fair people put the ‘golden rule’ into action; they avoid discrimination, look out for the interests 
of others, especially the least ‘powerful’ and faithfully follow Christian principles and ‘play by  
the rules’.

INTEGRITY People of integrity ‘walk the talk’; their ‘yes’ means yes and their ‘no’ means no and they hold 
true to their beliefs.  They watch their tongue and comments made about others. They guard 
their thoughts and confidences. 

SERVICE When we care and consider others, we put our love into action. We ‘do unto others’ through our 
attitude of service. 

HUMILITY Humility with honesty go together.  Honest people tell it as it is without trying to fool themselves 
or others. It is the first step in growing.  We are instructed to come to God honestly and to 
‘confess our sins’.  We need to be humble and straightforward in our dealings with others. 

EXCELLENCE Excellence is about diligence in carrying out duties and seeking the highest possible standards for 
yourself; doing the best you can, with what you have, where you are. 

RESPECT Respectful people consider others, often before themselves. They value the dignity and humanity 
of others, recognise the image of God that we each carry and nurture the institutions that support 
us – which includes schools and families. 

Through this booklet, I trust your young person will find pathways for growth in all areas of their life.

Russell Eley

Principal
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INTRODUCTION TO SENIOR SCHOOL LEARNING
YEARS (10, 11 AND 12)

For students entering this final stage of secondary schooling, there are many decisions to be made. Students 
need to choose their subjects wisely to meet their future. They need to consider:

• their academic level
• personal interests 
• tertiary requirements 
• career ideas 

From the National Goals for Schooling in the 21st Century endorsed by all Ministers for Education comes the 
statement:

“When students leave school, they should have employment skills and an understanding of the work 
environment, careers options and pathways as a foundation for, and positive attitudes towards, 
vocational education and training, further education, employment and life-long learning.”

This statement clearly expresses the need for senior secondary education to have relevant and ongoing links to 
career pathways.

KING’S AIMS TO ASSIST ALL SENIOR SECONDARY STUDENTS BY PROVIDING:
• counselling for career pathways and subject choices
• a range of academic and practical subjects from which to choose.

COURSE SELECTION
In selecting subjects for senior school, students should consider the following:

•  In which subjects am I most successful?
•  Which subjects do I enjoy the most?
•  What are my plans for the future?
•  Which subjects are necessary or best to help me achieve my goals? 
•  Can I be successful in those subjects?
•  Am I keeping my options open so I can change my mind about what I want to do in the future?
•  Which subjects will let me maintain a balance between study and leisure time?
• Which subjects will help me develop skills in areas that interest me?
•  Which subjects will help me better understand the world and my role as an adult in it?

FUTURE PLANS
Some students starting senior school have clear ideas about career pathways or potential directions for the 
future. Many, however, do not. It can often take a long time for young people to make decisions about their 
future, sometimes long after finishing Year 12 and well into tertiary study.
www.myfuture.edu.auand www.unisa.edu.au/careershoparefree on-line career information services which we 
recommend as starting points.
Tertiary Entrance Handbooks, SATAC Guides, University Handbooks, websites and Open Days are also very 
valuable sources of information.

TO ASSIST IN PLANNING FOR 2017, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT:

Mr Russell Eley  Principal
Mrs Cheryl Flight Director of the Senior School
Miss Kelly Stork  Manager of Learning, Senior School (including SACE/VET Co-ordination)
Your child’s pastoral care teacher or Year Level Co-ordinator will also be able to assist with this process.
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ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING
As part of the ongoing academic and subject counselling of students, assessment of student progress will occur 
on a regular basis. 
Students will receive academic reports throughout the year. These reports are diagnostic and descriptive of 
student learning against the Performance Standards or criteria for judging performance described within each 
subject outline. 
Reports and accompanying grades are measures of the evidence of learning which has occurred. These reports 
will be produced at the end of each semester for Years 10 and 11 and twice a year for Year 12s. Copies are given 
to students.
Students and parents have access to SEQTA, our learning and assessment portal. Through this they are able to see 
upcoming assessment due dates, results for marked work and often, feedback to students on marked work. We 
know this benefits student learning as parents now have access to information in a timely and specific manner.
Parents and caregivers will be given a number of opportunities to discuss student progress at designated Parent 
Interview evenings. However, we encourage ongoing contact with teachers at any time by email, phone or 
individual interviews as requested.
These processes are a critical component in mapping out the progress of students through their senior years of 
schooling.

SUBJECT AND CONTENT AVAILABILITY
The availability of subjects outlined in this guide is subject to enrolments and staff resources. 
Information about content in some subject outlines is to be considered as a guide only. Individual staff members 
reserve the right to tailor courses to students’ and their interests. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION
WHAT IS SACE?
Students who successfully complete their Senior Secondary education are awarded the South Australian 
Certificate of Education (SACE).
The SACE is an internationally recognised qualification that paves the way for young people to move from school 
to work or further training and study.
Research shows that young people who don’t complete their Senior Secondary education are at greater risk of 
being unemployed or in low-skilled jobs.
The SACE is designed to enable young people to gain the skills and values they need to achieve their best.
The results will also help students to plan their goals and subject choices. 
In the SACE, students can gain credit for work both in and outside of school.
Academic studies, vocational training, skilled work and community learning, can all count as credits towards the 
SACE.
Young people will be able to combine study and part-time work.  If circumstances change and students leave 
school before completing the SACE, they can return later without losing credits.
The SACE will continue to cater for students with special needs.  As well as existing special provisions, the SACE 
offers a range of modified subjects as options for students with significant disabilities.

WHAT IS COMMUNITY LEARNING?
The SACE Board recognises learning that happens in a range of community settings.
SACE students can gain recognition for community learning in two ways:

• Community-developed Programs through a current award or certificate of a community-developed 
program, such as those offered by the Royal Life Saving Society or the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

• Self-directed Community Learning such as taking care of a family member, supporting a refugee family, 
or volunteering for a community project.  To gain recognition for this kind of community learning, 
students need to show evidence about what they have learnt.

Information on community learning can be accessed at www.sace.sa.edu.au/community-learning

HOW DOES THE SACE WORK?
To gain the SACE, students will complete about two years of full-time study.  There are two stages:

• Stage 1, which most students do in Year 11, apart from the Personal Learning Plan which most King’s 
students will do in Year 10.

• Stage 2, which most students do in Year 12.
Every subject or course successfully completed earns ‘credits’ towards the SACE, with a minimum of 200 credits 
required for students to gain the certificate.
Students will receive a grade from A to E for each Stage 1 subject and A+ to E- at Stage 2 for each subject and, for 
compulsory elements, they will need to achieve a C grade or better.

The compulsory elements (totalling 110 credits) are:
• Personal Learning Plan (10 credits at Stage 1)
• Literacy – at least 20 credits from a range of English subjects (Stage 1)
• Numeracy – at least 10 credits from a range of mathematics subjects (Stage 1)
• Research Project – an in-depth major project (10 credits at Stage 2)
• Other Stage 2 subjects totalling at least 60 credits.

The remaining 90 credits (at any grade A-E) can be gained through additional Stage 1 or Stage 2 subjects or SACE 
Board recognised courses (such as VET or Community Learning) of a student’s choice.
For comprehensive information on the SACE, go to the SACE pages at the SACE Board website  
www.saceboard.sa.edu.au
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SACE

Assuming SACE completion, students ATAR is calculated on 90 credits at Stage 2 C grade or better (4.5 subjects).
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YEAR 10 AT KING’S
In Year 10, students continue with a broad range of educational learning. In general, all students study a full year 
of English, Mathematics and Science.

• All students will develop their Personal Learning Plan as a compulsory aspect of the SACE throughout the 
year.  (See next page for further details.)

• All students study a compulsory semester of Physical Education and History.  An additional semester of 
Physical Education can be chosen as an elective.

CHOOSING YOUR ELECTIVE UNITS
Students are to choose a further 3 Semesters from the following list of electives:

Please note:
1. German, Japanese and Automotive Technology must be for 2 semesters (full year).
2. Details about each of the electives are found in the Subject Information pages.
3. To facilitate the timetabling process, students will be required to choose reserve electives.   

Final offerings will be determined once student demand is known.
• LOTE German A + B  ( 2 choices)
• LOTE Japanese A + B ( 2 choices)
• Automotive technology A + B ( 2 choices)
• Additional music
• Additional PE
• Art -  photography
• Art – 2D
• Art – 3D
• Creative Arts
• Dance
• Design and technology - wood
• Drama
• Multimedia Programing
• Music
• Nutrition
• Outdoor Education
• Food & Hospitality

Any combination of these options ensures all students are able to move on to Year 11 SACE studies.

All students are involved in Faith Studies through the Pastoral Care Programme.
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ARTS

Dance
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION Dance has its own specific language, processes and techniques that students 
learn in theory and practice through technique, composition and choreography, 
performance and dance appreciation through dance analysis. Dance offers 
opportunities for the development of students’ self-discipline, self-esteem, 
imagination and confidence. This is achieved through activities that encourage 
collaboration and problem-solving, the acquisition of skills and knowledge and the 
development of aesthetic awareness. Students have the opportunity to develop 
a range of life skills that will be valuable assets for their careers and personal 
pathways.

DURATION 1 Semester

CONTENT Technique
Depending on the dance genre students are most familiar with, this could include 
Jazz, Tap, Contemporary or Classical Ballet.

Composition
Students are required to compose a dance. As this program is linked to Dance 
for Fun, students are encouraged to teach younger students for an end of year 
performance entitled Dance Recital Night.

Performance
Students will perform a series of dances they have learnt in class, on Dance Recital 
Night.

Analysis
Students will review and evaluate either a live dance performance (dependant on 
availability) or a work on DVD.

ASSESSMENT • Technique - Assessment
• Composition (Dance for Fun students) - Performance
• Performance
• Analysis (Dance Appreciation) - Written Assessment

PATHWAY Stage 1 Dance
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ARTS

Drama
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION Drama focuses on building self-esteem and confidence in performance and 
creative expression where students work on improvisation skills both individually 
and as a group.  Performance and projects are presented in front of an audience.

DURATION 1 Semester

CONTENT Year 10 Drama consists of the following areas of study:
• Character development / Analysis / Subtext
• Stage Craft
• Reviewing Live Theatre
• Elizabethan Theatre

ASSESSMENT Performance-Group production (as actors and off-stage practitioners)

Folio – Review and research essay

Investigation and Presentation – Monologue using Stanislavski’s techniques

PATHWAY Stage 1 and 2 Drama
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ARTS

Music
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION Music focuses on developing performance (solo and ensemble) and musicianship 
skills in students who learn an instrument or voice.  Students develop skills in and 
an understanding of music technology.

DURATION Whole year or One semester

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE • Instrumental lessons in voice or chosen instrument

CONTENT Students rehearse and perform on an instrument and/or voice in solo performance 
and ensemble performance.  Musicianship skills are developed through aural 
work, theory, composing and arranging.

An understanding of music technology in PA systems, music notating and recording 
programs is developed.

ASSESSMENT • Performance: Solo and Ensemble
• Musicianship: Theory and Aural
• Music Technology

PATHWAY Stage 1 and 2 Music
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ARTS

Visual Arts
Electives: Art 2D, Art 3D, Creative Photographic Arts

YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION Art develops the students’ skills in a variety of techniques, using a variety of media through 
the creation of visual images. It teaches problem solving, conceptualisation and development 
of ideas. Through the investigation of art and artists, students gain an appreciation of art from 
Australia and other cultures.

DURATION A - Art 2D 1 Semester    B - Art 3D 1 Semester
C - Creative Photographic Arts 1 Semester

ASSUMED  
KNOWLEDGE

Satisfactory completion of Year 9 Art or by an interview (with subject co-ordinator) and 
examples of previous artwork.

CONTENT ART 2D
Practical: 2 major practical tasks using a variety of media and techniques to produce 2 separate 
theme based 2 dimensional artworks. An accompanying developmental folio of media 
experiments and exploration of ideas will support the 2 separate resolved artworks.
Techniques to create the 2 dimensional artworks could include; drawing, painting, printmaking 
or collage.
Art Appreciation/theory: Written investigation of an artist, art movement, style, technique or 
exhibition related to the Practical component.

ART 3D
Practical: 2 major practical tasks using a variety of media and techniques to produce 2 
separate theme based 3 dimensional artworks. An accompanying developmental folio of 
media experiments and exploration of ideas will support the 2 separate resolved artworks. 
Techniques to create the 3 dimensional artworks could include; sculpture, construction, 
ceramics or installation.
Art Appreciation/theory: Written investigation of an artist, art movement, style, technique or 
exhibition related to the Practical component.

CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTS
Practical: This course introduces the use of the camera and other photographic techniques as 
a tool in the creation of artwork. Photographic techniques in combination with traditional art 
making techniques (i.e. drawing, painting, etc) will be used together to create artworks.
2 major practical tasks using a variety of media and techniques to produce 2 separate theme 
based photographically initiated artworks. An accompanying developmental folio of media 
experiments and exploration of ideas will support the 2 separate resolved artworks.
Techniques to create the photographic artworks could include; 35mm SLR (film) camera, black 
& white chemical photography, digital photography and manipulation and mixed media or 
installation.
Art appreciation/theory: Written investigation of an artist, art movement, style, technique or 
exhibition related to the Practical component.

ASSESSMENT Practical Tasks   80%
Theory Assignments 20%
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ARTS

Creative Arts
YEAR 10/11 (Stage 1) 

DESCRIPTION The “School Musical” is an integral part of the King’s culture and community and 
represents an assessable 10-credit program. It has been designed to support and 
accommodate the many capable and talented students who have been involved 
in the School Musical from Years 8 to 12. This covers roles of students on stage 
such as actors, singers, chorus and dancers as well as off stage roles such as 
backstage, lighting, sound and costume design etc. All students undertake the 
program elements of ‘Stagecraft’ as appropriate to musical theatre, to further 
understand how a Musical Production is produced.

DURATION 1 Semester (10 credits) - Only offered in Semester 1

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Nil but auditioning and successful acceptance into the musical at King’s is 
appropriate.

CONTENT All content is directed towards successful performance participation in the King’s 
musical. This may necessitate rehearsing scenes, movement, dance, songs, 
planning lighting/sound/costume requirements and learning specific stagecraft 
elements.  Where possible, students will attend at least one live musical theatre 
production for experience and reviewing purposes. 

ASSESSMENT • School Musical Production and Record (actual performance in the musical and 
record – 60% of total mark)

• Investigation (folio) (This investigation mirrors the actual role students 
undertake in the musical such as dancer, singer, actor, set designer, backstage 
management, etc to give better understanding of their role in the musical)

• Genre Study about the current musical, its intent and purpose as a musical
• Group Investigation – about musical theatre
• Critical review – a live musical theatre production (if available) or appropriate 

musical theatre DVD

PATHWAYS Stage 2 Creative Arts
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BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE & TECHNOLOGY

Design and Technology
Furniture

YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This course aims to provide a safe, practical environment where students design, 
make and appraise all their work. Students engage in creating one major and 
one minor project e.g. Wall Cabinet and Turned Bowl. This work is linked to 
assignments involving workshop machinery, mechanisms, various materials and 
computer aided drawing to Australian standards. Students will attain essential 
furniture design and construction skills that will serve them well when building 
larger, more detailed furniture in years 11 and 12.

DURATION 1 Semester

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Nil

CONTENT The safe use of workshop machinery including Circular Saw, Timber Lathe, Bandsaw, 
Thicknesser, Planer Jointer and various Power Tools and modern jointing jigs. 
Students also study timber ecosystems, furniture history, materials usage and the 
latest joining methods. Timber finishing techniques, timber materials knowledge 
and CAD drawing using computer technologies is also further expanded from 
junior levels.

ASSESSMENT Students demonstrate evidence of their learning through the following assessment 
types:
Folio of written assignments and evaluative work 20%
CAD Drawings and Rendered Perspective Sketching 20% 
Practical work – Wall cabinet and Turned Bowl 60%
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BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE & TECHNOLOGY

Design and Technology
Automotive Studies

YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This  introductory  automotive  engineering  course  focuses  on  small engine 
operation, modification and testing while learning to MIG & Gas weld, use 
advanced measuring equipment, learn how  to  quantify  torque,  power  and 
fuel economy. Students will have the opportunity to test themselves and their 
machines by learning to maintain, modify and drive both 2 & 4 stroke powered 
karts under safe, controlled conditions. Driving is undertaken at the Southern Kart 
Club track at Bolivar.

DURATION Full year

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Nil

CONTENT Small engine rebuild and re-working, engine operation and principles, MIG and 
Gas welding and general workshop safety procedures. Students will study safe 
work practices, a wide range of workshop tools & equipment and customer service 
within the automotive industry. Students will have the opportunity to gain TAFE 
competencies that award them Certificate 1 in Automotive Retail, Service and 
Repair. Future automotive fuels, renewable energy sources and the way forward 
in transport are studied. Team Kart trailing and upkeep is also a vital part of the 
course operating under safe, competition based conditions.

ASSESSMENT Assessment at Year 10 is school-based.  Students demonstrate evidence of their 
learning through the following assessment types:
Theory Assignments   20% 
Practical Engine Maintenance  20%
Specialist Skills Tasks   30%
Trackside Application   20%
Theory / Workstation Exam x 2  10%
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BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE & TECHNOLOGY

Information Technology - Multimedia Programming
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This course is designed to develop students’ ability to produce interactive 
displays. Students will use industry standard software such as Flash. Students 
have the opportunity to learn how to create animated features using techniques 
such as ‘onion skinning’ to create animated features. Students will have the 
opportunity to learn how to draw, animate, edit images, and add sounds, buttons 
and interactivity to meet a variety of design requirements. This is a one semester 
subject that requires no previous knowledge in Flash or programming.

DURATION 1 Semester

CONTENT Semester 2 - Students learn how to design and make an interactive presentation 
using Adobe Flash. This includes the basics of Flash, Animation and simple 
Actionscript.

ASSESSMENT Students demonstrate evidence of their learning through the following assessment 
types:
• Practical Skills
• Portfolio of Work 
• Essays
• Reports
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CROSS-DISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Personal Learning Plan (PLP)
STAGE 1 

DESCRIPTION Personal Learning Plan is a compulsory SACE subject, and at King’s, students study 
this in Year 10. This subject sets the scene for the SACE years to come by giving 
students the chance to explore their strengths, abilities and skills, and get an idea 
about what they want to do in the future.

Students must achieve a C grade or better for SACE completion.

DURATION 1 Semester

CONTENT This subject helps students research and plan for their future, including:

• the subjects they will study in Years 11 and 12 and any courses outside of 
school.

• possible career choices and ideas for community service.
• how best to prepare for their career options and other goals.
• compulsory preparation for Work Place Learning (Passport to Safety).

Teachers use the subject to help students identify and work on their strengths and 
any areas that need improvement, particularly in literacy and numeracy.

Parents and other experts can act as mentors to children to provide accurate 
information and informed advice about students’ plans and ideas for the future.

As they progress through the SACE and consider their career and subject choices, 
students can adjust their plan.

While each student’s Personal Learning Plan is unique, everyone’s work is assessed 
by teachers according to a set of published standards.

ASSESSMENT As in any subject, students need to show what they have achieved through a series 
of assessment tasks designed to indicate their development of the capabilities 
outlined below:

• Literacy

• Numeracy

• Information and Communication Technology (ICT) capability

• Critical and creative thinking

• Personal and social capability

• Ethical Understanding

• Intercultural understanding

School-Based Assessment

Assessment Type 1: Folio 60%

Assessment Type 2: Review 40%
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ENGLISH

YEAR 10 (COMPULSORY)
Semesters 1 and 2

STAGE 1 (COMPULSORY)
Semesters 1 and 2

STAGE 2

Full year Subject
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Full year Subject
Semester 1

Pre-English Literary Studies
Pre-English
Pre-Essential English

Full year Subject 
Semester 2

Pre-English Literary Studies
Pre-English
Pre-Essential English

Full year Subject
English Literary Studies

Full year Subject
English

Full year Subject
Essential English

In the senior school, progress in English can be viewed as a three year process. Whilst movement between levels 
is not uncommon, students should be aware that English classes in Year 12 are primarily made up of students 
who have studied Pre-English and Pre-English Literary Studies at Stage 1.  From 2017 King’s is moving to a model 
whereby Year 10 students moving into Stage 1 English can choose Pre–English courses that will run from the 
beginning of the year as opposed to a reshuffle after mid-year examinations. School examinations will also focus 
solely on Critical literacy to reflect changes imposed by the Australian Curriculum and the consequent changes 
to SACE English courses.

Students who choose Pre-English and Pre-English Literary Studies tend to be characterised by a love of reading, 
enjoy discussing ideas in literature and exploring how techniques are used by authors. Additionally, English at 
Stage 1 involves students creating texts of their own and reflecting on the processes used in creating these. A 
clear difference between Pre-English and Pre-English Literary Studies is the inclusion of Shakespearean texts 
in the Pre-English Literary Studies and the development of knowledge and understanding about alternative 
readings of texts.

Pre-Essential English students are confident in some areas of English but not always passionate about reading 
and analysing literary texts and for this reason Pre-Essential English is mostly focused on improving knowledge 
of language use in everyday texts and developing communication skills. Most students will go on to study English 
Literary Studies or English in Year 12. Level 4 students often choose not to continue with English in Year 12 or may 
choose to study Essential English. 

It is also important to consider a further difference between the courses. Candidates should understand that in 
Year 10, Level 3 and 4 courses are not necessarily ‘easier’ than Levels 1 and 2 but rather the delivery of information 
is at a slower rate, assessment tasks are less complex, students are given more assistance and instruction, and 
less difficult texts are selected for study. Levels 1 and 2 courses require study in greater depth and students who 
perform best at these levels are those who can work well independently and with increasingly complex texts and 
concepts, in preparation for Year 12 English.
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ENGLISH

English
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION In Year 10, the study of English incorporates all the major genre of the subject: 
prose, poetry, drama, film and media. Over two semesters, students learn to 
discuss aspects of texts in a more analytical way than they will have done in 
the Middle School. There is also a greater need for the ability to take notes in 
lessons and teachers help students develop this skill. Well planned and structured 
responses, as well as polished writing, are expected. Students should be aware of 
the audience, form and purpose of their own writing as well as those of the texts 
they study. Oral presentations will also form a core part of the curriculum and 
students will be formally assessed on their performance. 

DURATION Full Year 

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Successful completion of a Middle School program in English. 

After an End of Year Test in Year 9, students are sorted into four levels of English for 
Year 10. The groups are sorted based on the End of Year Test results, Independent 
Reading Assignment Grade and Semester 2 Grade in Year 9. Once in Year 10, the 
ability groups are reassessed after English exams at the end of each semester. 

CONTENT An enriching and engaging course is provided through a broad selection of 
contemporary and classic literature and media texts from thematic and linguistic 
perspectives, incorporating shared texts as well as independent reading 
and viewing. Students respond to texts in a variety of forms, including oral 
presentations; emphasis is, however, given to developing essay writing skills. In 
creating their own texts students explore a range of genres and are encouraged 
to experiment with linguistic forms.

ASSESSMENT • Written and oral responses to shared texts and independently chosen texts
• Various genres
• Oral presentations
• Independent reading and viewing
• Critical reading of a variety of shorter texts
• Examination
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

YEAR 10 YEAR 11
(Stage 1)

YEAR 12
(Stage 2)

Home Economics
Nutrition

Stage 1
Food & Hospitality A
10 Credits

Stage 1
Food & Hospitality B
10 Credits

Stage 2
Food & Hospitality

Stage 1
Child Studies
10 Credits

Stage 2
Child Studies

Physical Education
Compulsory

Stage 1
Physical Education (A)

Stage 1
Physical Education (B)

Stage 2
Physical Education

Stage 1
Outdoor Education

Stage 2
Outdoor Education

Physical Education
Elective

Outdoor Education  
Elective

Food & Hospitality
Slow and Fast Food Issues
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Home Economics
Nutrition

YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION In Year 10, the study of “Nutrition” emphasizes the importance of food, nutrition 
and positive lifestyle choices for long term health and wellbeing for individuals, 
families and the wider community. Current government figures suggest 172 billion 
dollars were allocated in 2015-2016 to remedy preventable lifestyle disease. 
Students engage in investigating changing food patterns in Australia and the 
impact this has on the increasing rate of “Diseases of Affluence”. Students will also 
demonstrate knowledge gained in planning, preparing, presenting and evaluating 
selected food menus to meet individual nutrient needs and exercise performance 
outcomes. This course also aims to further develop an understanding of the six 
key nutrients and the role they play in the body.

DURATION 1 Semester (10 credits)

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Year 9 Home Economics

CONTENT The following nutrients of protein, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals and fats are 
studied in detail through research, information application and food practicals. A 
nutritional database known as “Food Choices” will be used for nutrient analysis. 
Food practicals are undertaken for a double lesson each week. Experimental tasks 
are conducted to assess the structure and quality of common foods together with 
their nutrient analysis. Nutritional knowledge is also supported via an excursion to 
the Institute of Sport to validate connections between nutrient quality and fitness 
outcomes. The dissections of popular fast food products are also conducted 
to assess those factors that contribute to poor quality food. Students explore 
adolescent food choices, overuse and reliance on “fast food” and the health 
consequences of poor lifestyle choices.

ASSESSMENT Students demonstrate evidence of their learning through the following assessment 
types:

Topic Tests  30%

Food Practicals  20%

Food Experiments 20%

Theory Assignments 30%
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Food & Hospitality
‘Slow & Fast Food Issues’

YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION The Food and Hospitality Industry is an excitingly dynamic and forever changing, 
creative industry. In this subject the students examine some of the factors that 
influences people’s choices and health implications associated with it. They will 
explore preventative care issues through making nutritional links to modern dining 
habits and lifestyle issues, meeting the needs of a range of people. Moreover, the 
students will learn relevant methods and techniques of food preparation as well 
as studying food safety concerns.  

DURATION 1 Semester

CONTENT The heart of this course is ‘lifestyle choices’ in an increasing time poor/fast pace 
society. Here we are investigating Fast & Slow Food issues both through practical 
food skills development and by examining nutritional concerns and consider 
sustainable solutions.  
• A welfare organisation visit is aimed at skill development to enhance the 

collaborative work ethos to engage in a catering event to a disadvantaged 
clientele.    

• Fats & Slow Food issues connected to healthy food practicals aimed at going 
back to the basics. Here we aim to refrain from primary processed foods, 
utilising fresh commodities as far as we are able.

• Research into the impact of ‘Fast & Slow Food’ trends and its relationship to 
health.

• This subject requires participation in a whole day excursion to cater for the 
disadvantaged in our community.    

ASSESSMENT The assessment are aimed to provide students’ evidence of learning through 
specifically designed assessments that allows students to demonstrate the 
knowledge, skills, and understanding they gained. The assessments (50% practical 
investigations; 50% research & analysis) consists of:
Two Practical activities   50%
One group activity  25%
One investigation  25% 

PATHWAYS Stage 1 & 2 Food and Hospitality Studies 

Stage 1 & 2 Child Studies
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education
YEAR 10 

DESCRIPTION This subject continues to build upon knowledge acquired in earlier years.  It 
comprises both practical and theory components.  Students are encouraged to 
use their knowledge to improve physical performance and to undertake courses 
of accreditation.

DURATION 1 Semester

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE A good understanding of the theory covered in previous years.  Students must be 
prepared to complete all practical and theory components of the course.

CONTENT Theory modules include:
Body Systems
Aerobic Conditioning
Muscular Conditioning

Practical work will vary according to the makeup of the class.  Previous units have 
included:
• Badminton
• Volleyball
• Touch
• Netball
• Weight Training

ASSESSMENT Assessment is based upon written assignments/tests and performance checklists.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION

Outdoor Education
YEAR 10 

DESCRIPTION Outdoor Education is the study of the human connection to natural environments 
through outdoor activities. Students develop their sense of self-reliance and build 
relationships with people and natural environments. Outdoor Education focuses 
on the development of awareness of environmental issues through observation 
and evaluation.

By participating in outdoor activities, students develop knowledge and skills 
and reflect on their personal, group, and social development. They gain an 
understanding of ecology, environmental sustainability, cultural perspectives 
(including Indigenous Australians’ perspectives about land), and physical, 
emotional, and spiritual health. Through outdoor journeys, students increase 
their effectiveness as members of a group and develop skills in leadership, self-
management, group management, planning and evaluating, personal reflection, 
assessing and managing risks, managing safety, and minimising environmental 
impacts for sustainable futures.

The study of Outdoor Education also gives students opportunities to achieve good 
health and develop personal skills. Students reflect critically on environmental 
practices and are introduced to employment options in the outdoor and 
environmental fields.

Students must be prepared to attend camps and lessons off site and outside of 
regular school hours.

DURATION 1 Semester

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Participation on camps in previous years.  Students must be prepared to complete 
all practical and theory components of the course.

CONTENT Practical Modules
1. Orienteering
2. Rock Climbing
3. Kayaking

Theory Modules
4. Group Dynamics and leadership
5. Environment and Conservation
6. Planning and Management

ASSESSMENT The following assessment types enable students to demonstrate evidence of 
learning in Stage 1 Outdoor Education:
Assessment Type 1: Practical  60%
Assessment Type 2: Folio  20%
Assessment Type 3: Activity Reports 20%
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HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

YEAR 10 STAGE 1 STAGE 2

History

Modern History A
Semester 1

Modern History B
Semester 2

Modern History

Legal Studies Legal Studies

Economics Economics
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HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

History
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This subject examines aspects of Australian history in the wider context of the 
late 19th and 20th Century world events.  The role of ideas and individuals is 
also investigated.  Students will be encouraged to develop History skills in source 
analyses, essay writing and report construction.  Wide reading and discussion on 
the topics will be encouraged.

DURATION 1 Semester

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE No specific knowledge required but students should have appropriate writing and 
comprehension skills equivalent to C+  in Year 9 History or English.

CONTENT • Goldrush Era and Becoming a nation 1850 – 1901
• Australia at war  1914 – 1918
• Rights and Freedoms
• Australia at war  1939 – 1945
• Immigrant Nation

ASSESSMENT • Folio – Essays / Reports
• Source Analysis
• Test
• Exam
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH (LOTE)

German
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This subject focuses on using German to communicate in everyday situations 
and on developing an understanding of German culture.  Students develop their 
written, spoken, listening and reading for understanding skills through a variety 
of tasks.
Students also have the opportunity to take part in an exchange to Germany.  This 
exchange takes place every two years in Semester 2.

DURATION Full Year

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Year 9 German with a C pass (minimum) or by interview with subject co-ordinator

CONTENT Semester 1   Semester 2
- Family Descriptions  - Housing
- Travel    - Illness / health   
- Story Telling   - School in Germany

ASSESSMENT • Oral
• Aural
• Written Assignments
• Reading Comprehension Tasks
• Tests and exam

PATHWAY Stage 1 German
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH (LOTE)

Japanese
YEAR 10

DESCRIPTION This subject focuses on using Japanese to communicate in everyday situations 
and on developing an understanding of Japanese culture. Students develop their 
written, spoken, listening and reading for understanding skills through a variety of 
tasks.  Students also have the opportunity to take part in an exchange to Japan.

DURATION Full Year 

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Year 9 Japanese ‘C’ pass (minimum) or by interview with subject co-ordinator

CONTENT Semester 1   Semester 2
Directions   Part-time Work and Travel in Japan
Sports Heroes   Japanese Media

ASSESSMENT • Oral
• Aural
• Written Assignments
• Reading Comprehension Tasks
• Tests and Exam

PATHWAY Stage 1 Japanese
Students showing correct aptitude and A gradings for Year 9 Japanese may apply 
to undertake Stage 1 Japanese as part of the acceleration program.
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MATHEMATICS
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MATHEMATICS

Year 10 A Mathematics
YEAR 10 - LEVEL 10A

DESCRIPTION This course is designed to prepare students for the possibility of studying 
either Mathematical Methods or both Mathematical Methods and Specialist 
Mathematics at Stage 1 and/or Stage 2 level. Students will develop their problem 
solving and critical thinking skills by being exposed to problems requiring higher 
level thinking skills for their solution.

The course includes the curriculum of the Year 10 Mathematics course as well as 
the extra content of the Year 10A course.

DURATION Full year 

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Content of Year 9 Level 1 Mathematics course.

CONTENT Patterns and Algebra
Linear and Non-Linear Relationships
Using units of Measurement
Geometric reasoning
Pythagoras and Trigonometry
Chance
Data representation and Interpretation
Money and Financial Mathematics

ASSESSMENT • Skills and Application Tasks 70%
• Folio Tasks       20%
• Exam   10%

PATHWAY Stage 1 Mathematical Methods and possibly Stage 1 Specialist Mathematics
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MATHEMATICS

Year 10 Mathematics
YEAR 10 - LEVEL 10

DESCRIPTION This course is designed to prepare students for the possibility of studying either 
General Mathematics or Essential Mathematics at Stage 1 and/or Stage 2.

Students need to be aware that choosing this course means their choices for

Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be restricted to General Mathematics or Essential 
Mathematics.

DURATION Full year 

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Content of Year 9 Mathematics course.

CONTENT Patterns and Algebra
Linear and Non-Linear Relationships
Using units of Measurement
Geometric reasoning
Pythagoras and Trigonometry
Chance
Data representation and Interpretation
Money and Financial Mathematics

ASSESSMENT • Skills and Application Tasks 70%
• Assignment Work  20%
• Exam   10%

PATHWAY Stage 1 General Mathematics or Stage 1 Essential Mathematics
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MATHEMATICS

Year 10 Mathematics (level 2)
YEAR 10 - LEVEL 10

DESCRIPTION This course will aim to cater for students who will continue into the Stage 1 
Essential Mathematics.

The course content will be similar to the Year 10 Mathematics but of an easier 
standard.

Students must be aware that being placed in this class means their choices for 
Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be restricted to Essential Mathematics.

DURATION Year

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Content of Year 9 (Level 2) Mathematics course.

CONTENT Money and financial mathematics
Patterns and algebra
Linear and non-linear relationships 
Using units of measurement Geometric reasoning
Pythagoras and trigonometry
Chance
Data representation and interpretation

ASSESSMENT • Skills and Application Tasks 60%
• Assignment Work  30%
• Exam   10%

PATHWAY Stage 1 Essential Mathematics.
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SCIENCES

YEAR 10
Semester 1 and 2

STAGE 1
Semester 1

STAGE 2
Semester 2

Year 10
Science

Biology
(10 or 20 credits)

Chemistry
(20 credits)

Physics
(20 credits)

Psychology
(10 credits)

Biology
(20 credits)

Chemistry
(20 credits)

Physics
(20 credits)

Psychology
(20 credits)

Students are advised to complete 2 Semesters of Science at Stage 1 to pursue Biology or Psychology at Stage 2.
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SCIENCES

Year 10 Science

DESCRIPTION In Year 10 Science, students acquire knowledge from the areas of Genetics and 
Reproduction, Chemical Reactions, Evolution/Origin of the Universe, Motion, The 
mind and Human Behaviour and Evolution. Students continue to develop their 
scientific skills which include manipulative, observational, scientific writing, report 
writing, lateral thinking and communication skills.  They also have the opportunity 
to develop their own opinions and express their thoughts and feelings.

DURATION Full Year 

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE Year 9 Science

CONTENT Semester 1:
Genetics and Reproduction
Chemical Reactions
Evolution/Origin of the Universe 

Semester 2:
Balancing Environmental Systems
Forces and Motion
The mind and human behaviour

ASSESSMENT • Research Assignment
• Collaborative Investigation
• Tests
• Practical

PATHWAY Stage 1 Biology, Chemistry, Physics and/or Psychology
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RESOURCES

School Subject Information
The Year 10, 11 and 12 Subject Selection Information Booklet is the full guide and contains expanded entries for 
all subjects, including details of content and assessment. Short guides for each year level are also available.

SACE Board of South Australia 
www.sace.sa.edu.au

SATAC
www.satac.edu.au
The current SATAC Tertiary Entrance booklet
The current SATAC University Guide
www.tafesa.edu.au

Career Advice & Employment Sites
www.careerchick.com.au
www.career.edu.au
www.youthjet.com.au/index.html
www.unisa.edu.au/CareerShop/
www.jobguide.deewr.gov.au/
jobsearch.gov.au/default.aspx
joboutlook.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx
www.skillsinfo.gov.au/
www.abc.net.au/acedayjobs/
www.graduateopportunities.com/employer/careers_search

Online Career Assessment Tests
www.groper.com.au/career-test

My Future
www.myfuture.edu.au/

Guides to Tertiary Study
www.australian-universities.com
www.goingtouni.gov.au
www.cdu.edu.au
www.adelaide.edu.au
www.flinders.edu.au
www.unisa.edu.au
www.tafesa.edu.au/
www.gooduniguide.com.au/


